TYPOGRAPHY is a graphic lighting system, reflective of the multi-disciplinary talent of its designers and the manufacturing and specialist technical abilities of Rakumba. An advanced rail, almost impossibly thin, allows for the complete mobility of any light along the line. Each light can be positioned on four sides of the central axis and can be controlled independently of any other. Combining multiple rails in vertical or horizontal orientations enables TYPOGRAPHY to be formed into endless expressions; from simple pendants or wall arrangements to dramatic chandeliers or stunning floor lamps - almost limitless design solutions.
**RP-E-1801 S**

**Typography System**

**PRODUCT RANGE DETAILS**

- **NAME:** TYPOGRAPHY
- **DESIGN:** STUDIO TRULY TRULY
- **STYLE:** RAIL SYSTEM
- **MATERIAL:** ANODISED ALUMINIUM // STAINLESS STEEL

**DIMENSIONS AND ARRANGEMENT DETAILS**

- **Fixed Surface Mount** (also compatible with seamless canopy range)
- **Adjustable Surface Mount**

**DIMENSIONS AND ARRANGEMENT DETAILS**

- **Rail Overlap Connection**
- **Remote Driver Dimensions**
  - 240x100x35 (INSTALL DISTANCE <10m)

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION - RAIL SYSTEM**

- **ELECTRICAL:** REMOTE INSTALL 240VAC DRIVER POWERING 48VDC INTERCONNECTING RAIL SYSTEM // UP TO 130W PER CIRCUIT (CONSULT INDIVIDUAL LUMINAIRE DATA SHEETS)
- **DIMMING:**
  - OPTION - SWITCH-DIM (ALL LUMINAIRES ON A SHARED CIRCUIT DIM TOGETHER)
  - OPTION - DALI (INDEPENDENT LUMINAIRE OR SUBGROUP DIMMING)
  - OPTION - WIRELESS VIA BLUETOOTH SWITCH OR MOBILE APP (ANDROID & IOS) (SUBGROUP DIMMING)
- **ASSEMBLY LIMITS:**
  - UP TO 2m HORIZONTAL SPAN BETWEEN VERTICAL SUPPORT RAILS
  - UP TO 10kg OF LUMINAIRES PER VERTICAL SUPPORT RAIL IN BALANCED ARRANGEMENT
  - UP TO 1kg OF LUMINAIRES AT 500mm CANTILEVER DISTANCE FROM VERTICAL SUPPORT RAIL
  - MINIMUM RAIL OVERLAP DISTANCE 10mm

**RAIL FINISH OPTIONS**

- **Black Anodised**
- **Golden Anodised**

**Example Arrangement**

Compatible with Typography Luminaire Collections (refer individual data sheets)
Studio Truly Truly is a design studio operating from the Netherlands, founded by Australian designers Joel & Kate Booy. Positioned on the interface between industry and art, the studio specialises in creating artistic products for the living environment.

Rakumba has been producing custom-made feature lighting for the Australian design industry since 1968. Collaborating with designers across a wide range of sectors from commercial to residential, we take pride in our bespoke service, attention to design detailing and ability to deliver on any scale of project.
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